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(71) We, UNITED KINGDOM number of lateral supports for the elements 
ATOMIC ENERGY AUTHORITY, is thereby reduced. The latter expedient is 
London, a British Authority, do hereby not attractive because the manufacture and 50 
declare the invention, for which we pray assembly of varied fuel elements is both 

5 that a patent may be granted to us, and complex and expensive. 
the method by which it is to be performed, According to the invention in a nuclear 
to be particularly described in and by the reactor fuel element sub-assembly compris-
following statement:— ing a bundle of sheathed fuel elements en- 55 

This invention relates to nuclear reactor closed by a peripheral wrapper and spaced 
10 fuel element sub-assemblies. apart by helically wound fins of uniform 

One known kind of fuel element sub- radial height generally to define inner 
assembly for use in a sodium cooled fast and outer groups of coolant flow passage-
reactor comprises a hexagonal bundle of ways through the bundle, the fins being 60 
slender fuel elements enclosed by a tubular arranged to make contact with the sheaths 

15 sleeve generally referred to by those skilled of adjacent elements to provide lateral sup-
in the art as a wrapper and so termed here- ports and the fins of the outer elements being 
inafter. The elements are spaced apart by arranged to space the wrapper from the bundle 
helical wire wraps which define fins and and to provide lateral supports, there is a 65 
which also serve to space the wrapper from wire filler extending along each outer coolant 

20 the bundle. The wire wraps make contact flow passageway bounded by a pair of outer 
with the sheaths of adjacent elements and fuel elements and the wrapper, the filler 
with the wrapper so that each fuel element being of wave form and attached to the inner 
derives a large number of lateral supports surface of the wrapper to make support con- 70 
to prevent thermal bow and to provide tacts with the fuel elements in a series of 

25 adequate resistance to rattling and vibration horizontal planes, in each plane the filler 
whilst maintaining adequate coolant flow contacting a fuel element sheath, the helicallv 
passages through the bundle. It has been wound fin of the adjoining fuel element, and 
found that the outer elements of the bundle the wrapper. 75 
are subject to over-cooling but the problem Fillers of such form have been found to 

30 can be largely overcome by reducing the reduce over-cooling considerablv and they 
flow passage for coolant between the bundle avoid the need for varied radial height wraps 
and the wrapper. One known expedient is to on the fuel elements. The fuel elements 
attach filler strips to the inside of the wrapper have improved lateral support by contact with 80 
to reduce the cross-section of the substan- the fillers. 

35 tially triangular passages each bounded by A nuclear reactor fuel element sub-assembly 
two adjoining fuel elements and the wrapper, embodying the invention will now be des-
however, die restriction to coolant flow cribed with reference to the drawings accom-
afforded by this means may be inadequate panying the Provisional Specification where- 85 
and recourse is also made to the expedient of in: 

40 reducing the bundle to wrapper clearance by Figure 1 is a cross-sectional view, and 
using wire wraps of reduced diameter on the Figure 2 is a detail drawn to a larger 
outer fuel elements of the bundle, or wire scale. 
wraps having localised flats for engagement Figure 1 shows the basic construction of a 90 
with the wrapper. The former expedient has fuel element sub-assembly. It comprises a 

45 the disadvantage that the reduced diameter bundle 1 of fuel elements 2 having helical 
wire wraps of the outer elements fail to con- fins 4 (not shown Figure 1) for spacing 
tact the adjacent inner elements and the total the elements apart and for spacing the bundle 
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from a peripheral wrapper or shroud 3. 
There are 265 elements which have stainless 
steel sheaths. The helical fins 4 are formed 
from solid stainless steel wire but in other 

5 constructions the fins could be integral. The 
wrapper 3 is of hexagonal cross-section and 
has corner fillers 5; its material is stainless 
steel. In use in a fast reactor the fuel is 
cooled by liquid sodium flowing through 

10 the grapper 3. The fuel elements are supported 
to prevent them bowing by contacts inter-
mediate their ends between the wire wraps 
and the sheaths of adjacent elements. The 
outer elements are also supported by contact 

15 between the wire wraps and the wrapper; tlfi 
duct between the bundle and the wrapper 
being limited by the thickness of the wire 
wrap in contact with the wrapner. 

Figure 2 shows two adjacent fuel elemen's 
20 at the edge of the bundle and a filler 7. 

The filler comprises a wire of wave configura-
tion attached over its length to the wrapper. 
The filler extends along the coolant passage-
way bounded by two adjacent fuel elements 

25 and the wrapper and it makes suaporting 
contacts in a series of horizontal planes. In 
each horizontal plane the wire filler contacts 
the sheath of one fuel element, the wire wrap 
of the adjoining element and die wrapper. 

30 WHAT WE CLAIM I S : — 
1. A nuclear reactor fuel element sub-

assembly comprising a bundle of sheathed fuel 
elements enclosed by a peripheral wrapper 
and spaced apart by helically wound fins of 
uniform radial height generally to define 35 
inner and outer groups of coolant flow 
passageways through the bundle, the fins 
being arranged to make contact with the 
sheaths of adjacent elements to provide 
lateral supports and the fins of the outer 40 
elements being arranged to space the wrap-
per from the bundle and to provide lateral 
supports, wherein there is a wire filler ex-
tending along each outer coolant flow passage-
way bounded by a pair of outer fuel elements 45 
and the wrapper, the filler being of wave 
fcrm and attached to the inner surface of 
the wrapper to make support contacts with 
the fuel elements in a series of horizontal 
planes, in each plane the filler contacting a 50 
fuel element sheath, the helically wound fin 
cf the adjoining fuel element, and the wrap-
per. 

2. A nuclear reactor fuel element sub-
assembly substantially as hereinbefore des- 55 
cribed with reference to the drawings accom-
panying the Provisional Specification. 
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